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Discipline: Forestry and Natural Resources 

High School: Calaveras High School 

High School Course: Forestry & Natural Resources 

Columbia College Course: FNR 2 - Introduction to Forestry 

Date Accepted:  

Renewal: 2022-2023 

            Articulation Request and Agreement 
       2019-2020 

 
 
 

This request and agreement is submitted for consideration of the following course as an articulated 
course at Columbia College.   Students would receive course credit at Columbia College.  
 
Directions: 

● Complete a separate form for each course.  
● Attach the course outline for the course.  
● Attach the course final if course is to be considered for credit.  
● Email to: Carol Ellis, Transition Coordinator ellisc@yosemite.edu or  

mail to Columbia College, C/O Carol Ellis, CTE, 11600 Columbia College Drive, Sonora, CA 95370 

 

Completed by High School Instructor: 

High School/ROP: Calaveras  

Instructor Name: Noah Crosson 

Mailing Address: PO Box 607, San Andreas, CA 95249 

Email Address: ncrosson@calaveras.k12.ca.us 

Contact Number: 707-953-5370 

  
 

High School / ROP/CTE Course Title:   Forestry and Natural Resources 

 

HS/ROCP Credits:     10 Credits 

HS/ROCP Prerequisite(s):  NA 

High School / ROP/CTE Course Description:  See Below. UC A-G “G” (Pending Submission) 

 

College Course Title:  FNR 2 – Introduction to Forestry       

College Units: 3.0        

College Prerequisite(s):     None                                         

Advisories/Recommendations:    None      

Course Content and Format: In this introductory course to Forestry and Natural Resources, 
students will learn about forest ecology, management, and conservation by exploring such 
topics as environmental policy, land use, lumber production, water resources, fire ecology, 
and wildlife management. In classroom discussions and presentations, they will present and 
debate the roles of native and invasive species and ecosystems, wildfire maintenance, 
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proper forest management, and health and impact of human activity on ecosystems. Lab 
activities will include tree identification, soil sampling, field trips to private and public forests, 
and listening to experts present findings on a range of forestry topics.  

Students will utilize the Calaveras High School Forest, located on campus, as a living 
laboratory to take measurements, samples, and experiment with forest management and 
silviculture practices. 
 
 

Competencies and Skill Requirements (Use additional pages as necessary) 
At the conclusion of this course, the student should be able to:  

Upon course completion of the course students will 1) Be prepared to identify and examine 
real-world examples of concepts explored in coursework and their implications for 
professional forestry. 2) Acquire, articulate, create and convey knowledge and 
understanding on the subject of professional forestry using a variety of methods of 
communication. 3) Use acquired knowledge of forestry field techniques to make informed 
decisions about their personal lives, career choices, and the communities in which they live. 
 

Measurement Methods (include any industry certification or licensure): 
 
Final Exam 

Final Presentation 
 

 

Sample Textbooks or Other Support Materials (including Software): 
 
Conservation Education - High School - US Forest Service 
     www.fs.usda.gov/main/conservationeducation/educator-toolbox/high-school  
Forest and Range Virtual Classroom http://forestandrange.org 
Project Learning Tree https://www.plt.org  
Project Wet https://www.watereducation.org/project-wet 
Wright, R.T. and Boorse, D.. Environmental Science: Toward a Sustainable Future , 
     12th ed. San Francisco, CA: Benjamin Cummings, 2013, ISBN: 978-032181153. 
 
 
 

 
CC faculty Signature:                                                           Date:   

[Office use only.] 
TOPs Code:   

[Office use only.] 
Internal Tracking Number:   

  
 

 

Completed by Columbia College  

Columbia College faculty and Calaveras High School faculty agree on the terms of the articulation agreement. 

Department Faculty Signature x 

□ Approved 

□ Not Approved ____/____/ 2019 

http://www.fs.usda.gov/main/conservationeducation/educator-toolbox/high-school
http://forestandrange.org/Virtual%20Cruiser%20Vest/
https://www.plt.org/
https://www.watereducation.org/project-wet
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CTE Dean Signature x 

□ Approved 

□ Not Approved ____/____/ 2019 

CTE Transition Officer Signature x 

□ Approved 

□ Not Approved ____/____/ 2019 

 

Admissions and Records Notified ____/____/ 2019 

 

High School Notified ____/____/ 2019 
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Course Content 

 

Unit 1: What is Forestry? 

Thriving forests are such an essential part of the health of the planet, there is an entire 

profession devoted to their maintenance and preservation: forestry. This unit begins by 

describing the history and economic significance of forestry. Students will then discover 

basic tree anatomy and physiology, wood tissues and structures, photosynthesis, 

respiration, reproduction, They will be reading about Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring and 

discussing its importance in class while in hands on experiments they will analyze and 

interpret soil survey data.   

 

Unit Assignments 

 

1. For this classroom presentation, students will begin by researching area trees on 

the Arbor Day Foundation website or other app. They will select three local trees 

to describe in detail, either by preparing a digital slideshow or a poster board. 

2. Students are to clearly show the distinguishing features (leaves, flowers, bark, 

etc.) for each tree and be prepared to answer questions from the class. 

3. This exercise provides practice with online research, assists students with textual 

and pictorial organization, and provides needed practice in oral communication. 

 

Unit 2: All about Ecosystems 

Forests are ecosystems; in this way, every living organism in the area shapes forest 

health and any change in one species likely impacts another.  Students will learn about 

the forest environment and the ecosystems present, beginning with forest ecology 

terminology and concepts, followed by forest plant succession. Wildlife management is 

also an important part of effectively managing forests. Students will also explore other 

key areas including silviculture, the maintenance of the forest growth, and watershed 

management. In classroom discussion, students will study the introduction of wolves 

into Yellowstone Park and track the changes that resulted. They will also search online 

to identify local endangered species and discuss current or potential steps to preserve 

them.  

1. Students are to first watch the video, The Mysterious Lives of Giant Trees, and 

take particular note to fully answer the following question (in two to three pages): 

2. “What is the role of redwoods in their forest ecosystem, and how do they relate to 

other organisms?” 

3. This exercise requires keen listening skills, proficient note taking, and the 

preparation of a cleanly written and on-point essay. 

 

Unit 3: History of Forests and Forest Management in North American 
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Students will explore the history of forest management in North America, dating back to 

the management of forests and fire used by Native Americans, and continuing through 

European settlement, westward expansion, establishment of the forest service, national 

and state parks, and other land management agencies. Students will explore 

contemporary forestry legislation and events including California State Forest Practices 

Act, grants and assistance to private forest owners, recent development in forestry 

legislation. 

1. Students will create presentations on major legislative events affecting Forestry 

2. Students will create a timeline of major events and legislation involving Forestry 

3. The culmination of this unit will track a specific forest starting at 1000 AD to 2020 

AD and include how human activity has impacted that forest, in terms of 

legislation and the resulting land management practices.  

 

Unit 4 Forestry Biology and Genetics 

Forest management involves and intimate knowledge and manipulation of genetics and 

local biological factors.  Foresters have selectively bred nursery trees to be fast 

growing, disease and pest resistant, and in recent years nursery trees for certain 

species are propagated asexually in laboratories.  Students will investigate how 

foresters use biology and genetics to create higher quality stands and healthier forests 

and how this affects tree succession.  Additionally pests and diseases are a huge issue 

in forest health, and are constantly evolving and spreading, requiring constant 

monitoring and stringent forest policies on behalf of land management organizations. 

1. Students will design trees with desirable characteristics for humans and 

ecosystems services. 

2. Current diseases such as Sudden Oak Death, and pests such as the Pine Bark 

Beetle will be studied and students will create a management plan to abate these 

forest antagonists. 

3. Students will debate on the ethics and efficacy of managing pests with chemical, 

physical, or biological means.  

Unit 5 Water and Soil Health 

In much of California, healthy forests means healthy water systems.  Students will learn 

about the hydrological processes of water including runoff, percolation, snowmelt, 

aquifer levels, river flows, as well as water quality.  Students will learn how properly 

managed forests can increase snowpack as well as impact water and soil quality. Soil 

health directly affects not only plant health and biodiversity, but also affects the 

hydrological cycles mentioned above.   

1. Students will investigate the major waterways of California, including local 

watersheds.  

2. Students will present on the major factors that affect the quality of water in a lake, 

river, or stream. 
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3. Students will perform soil and water quality testing in a forest riparian area, 

analyze data and present the data to a mock local environmental agency.  

 

 

Unit 6: Measuring and Monitoring the Forest 

The difference between a forest and a woodland may be determined by the density of 

trees (as students learned in the previous unit), but how is ideal density determined? 

That’s where measuring and monitoring come in. Students will study how data on 

forestry health is to be collected, from the number, size, and variety of trees to how the 

water flows within the forest. They will learn how to estimate timber growth and yield by 

cruising timber stands, and how to calculate volume through log scaling. Students will 

listen to the Ted Talk “How to Restore a Rainforest” and then will discuss in class the 

unexpected benefits in forest regrowth as well as the problems encountered. This unit 

serves as an introduction to later courses in Sustainable Forest Management or 

Environmental Policy. 

 

 Unit Assignment(s): 

1. Students will partake in outdoor laboratories to monitor a section of forest. 

2. Students will begin by using timber cruising techniques and growth plot design, 

followed by field plot examination, volume logs of tree stands, and analysis of 

data. 

3. Students will present their findings and present a preliminary timber harvest plan. 

 

Unit 6: Fire Ecology  

Not all threats to forests come from humans, and these natural threats play a vital role 

in the development of forests. Fires, for one, can bring unparalleled destruction or 

provide the foundation for a new generation of growth. In addition to exploring the role 

of fire and controlled burns, student will learn how pests and diseases enhance the 

threat of fire. Students will study how weather, climate, and landscape also affect fire 

behavior, and how to manage different fires based on these variables. For class 

discussion and presentations, students will first research factors in their local areas 

concerning wildfires and then discuss what factors make them likely or unlikely. Some 

students may seek further study in this vital area and take classes in Fire Ecology. 

1. For this exercise, students will be creating a one-page infographic to effectively 

teach others about forest fire safety by comparing the differences between 

controlled and uncontrolled forest fires. 

2. The infographic is to be created and submitted online but will also be displayed 

and discussed in class. 
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3. Students will gain valuable technical practice with this exercise while also 

receiving another opportunity to listen, share, and talk to others about their 

projects. 

 

Unit 7: Working with Wood 

The timber industry is an important part of the American economy, and it takes a variety 

of experts to keep it thriving. In this unit, students will explore what happens to wood 

after it is harvested. They will be reading into forestry economics and learning about the 

vital role of international trade in the lumber industry. They will research and identify key 

technological advances and development issues in the industry as well as discovering 

more about the timber-making process. In classroom discussions, students will read 

and discuss ways biotechnology is applied to forestry. This unit introduces students to 

materials covered in university Forestry Business and Economics classes. 

1. Students will create demonstration booths on a specific use of a wood product in 

California, and the advantages and disadvantages of wood fiber use. 

2. Booths will include identification of common wood species used for the product 

3. Students will include a presentation the appropriate wood processing stages: 

sawmill, plywood mill, paper pulp mill, wood-fired. 

 

Unit 8: Maps, GPS and Orienteering. 

Given all of the measuring and monitoring involved in the forest industry, the skillful use 

of maps is a vital part of most forestry jobs. Improvements in technology and digital 

mapping have made tracking changes in the land, and updating information, easier than 

ever before. But students will begin by reading and learning more about how to perform 

basic navigation and surveying functions without depending on electronic devices. Then 

they will move on to better understanding of GIS (geographic interface systems) and 

inputting geospatial data. Students will be called on to discuss ways they could, at this 

point in their lives, strengthen their current navigational skills and share topics and 

techniques with the class. 

 

 Unit Assignment(s): 

1. Students are to go online and review at least three videos that explain how to 

navigate using a map and a compass. Reviews should be up to a page for each 

site and be turned in. Then they are to share the best video with the class. 

2. In their presentations, students should explain how they might use the 

information from the video and give one piece of key advice to anyone learning to 

use a compass. 

3. Besides providing valuable life skills and a greater sense of directional 

awareness, this assignment assists students with online research skills, writing 

summaries, and presenting hands-on techniques to others. 
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Unit 9: Ethics, Ecology, and Safety 

Those in forestry careers have quite a few standards to keep in mind as they perform 

their jobs. Students will explore how professional ethics help determine the appropriate 

course of action and how government agencies create rules and regulations to ensure 

that forests are treated well. Forestry professionals must also work with business and 

property owners as these stakeholders have their own set of interests. In addition, 

students will read about how the public, particularly environmentalist groups, hold 

foresters accountable. Students will be researching ecoterrorism and discussing in class 

what other industries, related to forestry, might also be targeted. Some students may 

wish to take later course work in Environmental Ethics or Timber Management after this 

unit. 

 Unit Assignment(s): 

1. Students are to find an article, either in print or online, that concerns a forestry 

topic and summarize it for the class. 

2. Essays should be two to three pages and include the student’s opinion on the 

topic covered. 

3. Students will gain experience with textual analysis, condensing materials, and 

writing an opinion based essay, as well as gaining another opportunity for oral 

communication practice. 

 

Unit 10: Professional Skills and Careers in Forestry 

 

Forestry offers a diverse range of professional opportunities, and for those concerned 

about the environment, it is a great career choice. Students will learn how this industry, 

like most, needs employees who understand and demonstrate appropriate conduct in 

the workplace, as well as knowing and following safety guidelines. Appropriate conduct 

can mean everything from working effectively in groups to sticking to a budget. In 

classroom discussions, students will explain their ideas concerning the relationships 

between ethics and good work habits and will illustrate effective communication 

techniques. 

 Unit Assignment(s): 

 

1. For this assignment, students are to find an opportunity in their area to begin to 

develop their forestry skills. This may include agricultural organizations, such as 

4H or Future Farmers of America, or a state or local park service. 

2. Though students do not have to join, they are to prepare a sales pitch for the 

class, noting how this organization could help start a career in forestry. 

3. This assignment may provide students with useful and concrete experiences in 

this field while also giving them another chance to hone research, writing, and 

communication skills. 
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